From Complexity to Clarity

Novetta delivers scalable advanced analytic and technical solutions to address challenges of national and global significance. Focused on mission success, Novetta pioneers disruptive technologies in machine learning, data analytics, full-spectrum cyber, open source analytics, cloud engineering, DevSecOps, and multi-INT analytics for Defense, Intelligence Community, and Federal Law Enforcement customers.

TECHNOLOGIES

Machine Learning
Solving data-intensive text, image, and sensor-based challenges using state-of-the-art machine learning libraries and algorithms.

Data Analytics
Empowering analysts by extracting meaningful context from complex, dynamic datasets and data streams.

Full-Spectrum Cyber
Creating multidisciplinary tools to dynamically disrupt, mitigate, and neutralize cyber vulnerabilities and adversary attacks.

Open Source Analytics
Processing and enriching new and traditional media feeds to generate strategic insights into emergent events, trends, and global hotspots.

Cloud Engineering
Delivering secure, scalable, containerized infrastructure on leading cloud platforms to support national security missions.

DevSecOps
Automating pipelines to enable secure continuous integration and delivery of production software.

Multi-INT Analytics
Ingesting and normalizing sensor, system, and intelligence data to create a common web-based processing, analysis, and visualization environment.
Mission
We bridge the gap between what our customers can currently do and what they aspire to achieve by solving problems of national significance.

Vision
We strive to be the recognized leader in technology-enabled services, solving complex technical and analytic challenges for the National Security and Defense communities.

Focus
We help customers find clarity from complexity in dealing with massive disparate datasets.

OUR APPROACH
Novetta has deep roots supporting the U.S. government’s national security mission, a heritage built on 25 years of delivering technology-enabled services for Defense and Intelligence Community customers. We offer a unique combination of talent and technology.

As a powerhouse of interdisciplinary innovation, we transform how the world leverages data to empower our customers with mission-focused insights. Our teams of cleared software developers, data scientists, and analysts maximize insights into complex, disparate data.

OFFICE LOCATIONS
Novetta is headquartered in McLean, VA with over 1,300 employees in U.S. and international locations.
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